Catch battery or alternator failures before they occur with our Patent Pending monitor.

**Benefits**
- Continuously monitors electrical system to detect symptoms of battery or alternator failures *before* they occur.
- Direct interchange for existing monitors - allows the retrofit of monitor & LED lights on older buses.
- Works with all light brands & models.
- The first School Bus Monitor to monitor all light types; LED, Halogen and Incandescent lights.
- Patented Technology - the first & only School Bus Monitor to receive a US Patent.
- 5 Year No hassle Warranty.

**Technical Specs**
- Input voltage range: 10-16 Vdc
- Current Sense: Warning Lights - 250mA to 14A, STT/Backup Lights - 50mA to 9.5A.
- Individually fused to protect wiring & PCB.
- Microprocessor controlled.
- Dimensions: 4 5/16” w x 6 5/8” h x 1 1/4” d.
- Mounts on 4 3/8” centers.

Monitor mounts in clear view of the driver for effective electrical system monitoring.

Patented Technology!

Works with all light brands & models!